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Abstract

Articulatory phonetic data of 11-

ving Indo-Iranian languages may be

used to verify reconstructed subsys-

tems of Indo-European, Proto-Aryan and

Proto—Iranian phonological systems.

Analysis of the articulatory aspect of

historical changes helps to solve some

disputable problems in the history of

Indo-Iranian languages.

Usin t pological evidence to veri-

fy or cgrrzct data obtained through

comparative-historical method allows

to reveal systemic relationships bet-

ween reconstructed units, including

phonetic units, and to make the recon-

structed system more probable /1/.

Thus, articulatory phonetics and pho—

nolo of living Indo-Iranian langua-

ges scloses interesting typolog cal

parallels to various reconstructed sub-

systems of IndorEuropean, Aryan and

Iranian protolanguages. This makes for

a better understanding of the functio-

ning of these subsystems in the syn-

chronically viewed reconstructed proto-

systems and diachronic processes accom-

panying both the emergence of these sys-

tems and their subsequent chan es.

One example of such paralle s is a

system of triads of consonants: "pela—

talized - simple - labialized" of the

type C’ - C - 0°, which is observed in

several living Indo-Iranian languages:

in one of the Iranian languages - Yaz-

ghulami - in West Pamir (consonants

f'- k - k°, g - g - ) /2/, in one of

the Nuristani (Kafir languages - Kati

- in the province of Nuristan in Afg a-

nistan (cerebral shibilants §’— § - 0,

E’- V - i°) /3/ and in one of the Dar-
ic languages - Kashmiri (consonants of

almost all the zones and series, e.g.

t - t - t°, t“- t‘- t“, d’— d - a“,

t,- t - to... k,- k - k0... 3" 3 " so

5.. h/- h - h°) /4/. These triads, par-
ticularly in Yazghulami and Kashmiri,

are typological parallels to early In-

do-European triads of gutturals, laryn-

geals and, possibly, sibilants /5/.
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ion to the articulation of the car

222:; forming these triads in the above

mentioned languages helps to better under-

stand the functioning and evolution of

corresponding {ado-European_triads.

. "Simple" members of the triads of the "gu.

ttural“ group (of the type k’- k - k“) appear to

be unmarked members of the opp051tions, and

are represented by velar consonants charac-

terized by wide variation and ability to mer-

ge with palatalized and labialized cons»

nants.in certain positions. With predmfl.
nance of the palatal focus, the palatan,

zed members of the triads easily shiftto

the front zone and become affricated (by the

type 16-) E9 3. and so on). "his accounts for
the tendency towards turning into affri-

cates and further changes of Indo- °',

pean palatal consonants: *f> Aryan * >*g

from which derive Nurist. c, Indo-Aryan

and Iranian 3 (its transition into a is:

relatively later phenomenon which didnm

occur in all the Iranian languages).Dea-

latalization and a back-lingual shiftk7k

is less frequent. The labialized members

of the triads are represented by velar

consonants with a second labial focus,

not always synchronous with the main mm:

labial articulation may begin earlier

than velar implosion and end later than

Velar explosion. Labiality may disappear

completely or transfer to the neighbmu-

ing vowel. Its predominance and the char

ge of a labialized consonant into labial

is rare.
This evidence supports the possibilfly

of the functioning, in early Indo-Ehropr

an, of triads of guttural consonants, "m
discloses the main principles of their
change in the eastern area, i.e. in at”!

languages: a the shift forward of alstr
lized - pala aI consonants (with a frus-

tion and possible assibilation), b) thO
1083 by the labialized consonants of the
labial articulation c n t leadin t
their merger with theofig m; e“ consoéflgl

/6/. The reverse pattern in the frequen"!
of processes,i.e. depalatalization DIPG'
latalized consonants and their met or

with "simple" ones, and the predom anM
of the labial focus in the labializedcm’

sonants with their transition to thelfi'
bial group - characterizes the chansesin
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these triads in the western area, i.e. in

cantum languages.

Positional presentation of sibilants

as shibilants in various languages (e.g.
see /7/) points to the pattern of tran—
siticn of Indo~European *s> following
*i, *u, *r, *k, *fi in satam languages:
appearance of a secondary focus (additio-

nal point of articulation) of *s — a palav
tal focus after *i, *R and velar or post-
alveolar focus - after *u, *r, *k. The
secongaryvfocus brought about shibilants
(of * , a type), the phonologization of
which (and consequently, the phonologiza-
tion of the opposition an! i /8/ occured
much later, after the satam group had di-

verged into a number of subgroups (partly
even after the divergence of Aryan proto-

language).
The difference of articulation of *é

in different regions of Proto‘Iranian

language brought about differences in

sibilant subsystems of various Iranian

languages. In the Western and North—

Eastern subgroups, "soft" (palatalized)

articulation of *§ with a secondary pala-
tal focus prevailed. The result was an

appearance in these languages of a two-

nember opposition s - (except Ossetic

which lacks this Opposition, and where

the single phoneme /s/ has different
dialectal realizations [s, s, s5 £1). In

the South-Eastern subgroup, the influen-

ce of a substratum similar to the sub-

stratum for Indo.Aryan languages resulted

in the predominance of ”hard" articula—

tion of *K, with a secondary velar focus,

which. in this region, was associated

with the careers: phonological zone. As

the opposition / / - /§/ developed in the
sine region,an"empty slot"forthe "soft"

/ / appeared in the phonological systemof
these languages, which was later filled

with positional variants of other conso-

nants - reflexes of Proto-Iranian *5, *c

etc.The:result was the establishment of a

three-member opposition s - s - s, to some ex-

tent similar to the 61d Indian opposition.
One of genealogical features differen-

tiating the East-Iranian language group

from the West~Iranian - is a reflection

of Proto-Iranian *b-, *d-, *g- as West-
Iranian be, d-, g-Iv East-Iranian v-, 8-,

- in word-initial position.Individual

exceptions in East‘Iranian languages,

vsuch as the initial b-, d- instead of *v:
* - can be explained by relativel late~
articulatory tendencies already wi hin
these languages themselves. Thus, Ossetic
at some stage became to be characterized

by the strengthening of articulation of

word-initial voiced consonants. As a re-

sult, borrowings from Old Ossetic (Alan)
into Hungarian display the complementary
distribution, which existed at that peri-

od, of voiced stops and fricative conso—

.nants in word-initial and middle posi-

tions: b- : -v-; d- : -5- (the latter
being represented by Hungarian z). Signi~
ficant in this respect,are cases of re-

flection of the Old Iranian resonant *u-

in Ossetic b-, and almost complete absen-

ce in Modern Ossetic of original words

with initial v—. This evidence shows that

the articulatory tendenc characterizing

a one—word speech segmen , i.e. articula—

tory “border mark“, resulted in a "devia—

tion" in historical development of conso—

nantism, a "violation" of the phonetic

law. A similar tendency is observed in

Khotanese. In several East-Iranian lan-

guages (Yagnobi and Ishkashmi) "devia—
tions" occur only in the reflection of *8
- and connected with the eneral instabi‘

lity of articulatson of * , *8 in these
languages area: * changes, relatively
early, into t or s, and *8— - usually in—
to d- ( robably, not without Tadjik in-
fluence . In the neighbouring area the
unstable articulation of *8 brought about
the transition *8:>1. This occured in
Iranian languages - Pashto and Munji, and
also in one of the Nuristani languages -
Prasun, - which shOws that this phenome-

non is regionally rather than genetically

conditioned.
As to reflexes of East-Iranian *13,

'such deviations in the form of its reflec-

tion as *g- are non-existent. The reason
of this is its articulatory characteris—

tic: very early and virtually across the
whole of Iranian linguistic area * shif-
ted to the uvular (postvelar) zone,

therefore its "return" to the velar stop

*g- became impossible. Even the word-ini-
tial strengthening in Ossetic resulted
only in its transition in one of the dia-

lects, into the unvoiced uvular q- - the

only stop in this phonemic group (the
other dialect retains'fb).

The tendency toward a spirant charac-

ter of word-initial voiced consonants in

East-Iranian languages may be rooted in
the ancient past It is known that Proto-
Iranian *b, *d, *g are reflexes of the
two Proto-Aryan consonant series merged:
aspirated *bh, *dh, *gh and non—aspirated
*b, *d, *g (corresponding to series I and
II of the Inna-European model sug ested
by T.V.Gamkrelidze and V.V.Ivanov . Du-
ring Proto-Iranian, as well as during

Proto-Aryan and Indo—European periods,
there was no fricative/stop opposition

for voiced consonants. Even in late Indo-

European "dialects", and later periods -
up to individual Indo—Aryan languages -
voiced aspirated consonants may be phone-
tically realized as voiced fricatives /9/
and/or as freely varying sounds of *bh/v
type, etc. A similar articulation type
may be assumed also for those early Aryan

dialects from which Iranian languages la-
ter originated. This clarifies the fur-
ther development of articulation of voi-

ced consonants in early Iranian dialects:
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t1: tinclczioalc series Iere 15:31:15
-.-aaE-=".1:-“ ‘if’e-ezt dialectal gaps‘c..- -._. - .. --- ‘
In Featern dialects, wing to a 5352;

ccclrsi're cargo-zest and ses‘r aspgade
one, the consonants cf tze aspirated se-

ries grio’ely lost their as;irsticn‘a:.d. -

:erzei Iith non-ae;irated corsonanfy :6

coring sinilar to the tter Why 4 5).
Eastern dialects vhioh had a longer cc:-
tsct it's Iris-Aryan la:g:a5es, reta"ed
for a lcrzer tire the estirated ccrgczez.

i: the articulation of voieed consonants
Eli/CI e

I

t: i: spirant articulation). As a

' a two series nerged intoM
r
.

:0

I

cut, uen t e _ ‘
one, the articulation character-is it: to.
the ctier series ;revaileis i.e. *1“ C"
the series of as;irated {end/or 3:22—11)
castrate.

2:5. the ,‘:.::.etic - eras-aster}. '
. .-

tesderq tcrard a spirant realization 9:
vs: as:ira’-_-; co: crate, 1.11”" cos...

in dialects of Late
d to curate also

4
.
‘
l M

o:
ford-iratisl voiced s;irs::.ts he-

ar. lat r - after the two

eries cf voiced consonants
o are series in Z-‘roto-Iran-
the opposition "stop/fries-

e satclass cf voiced phczeres
beccae - such later - phenolcgicall re-
lemt, in the period the: Iranian ug-
';a§es vere already divided into the rain
groups. Different factors - internal and
exterzal - centri‘crted to the :hczolcgi-
cal indegeniezce of these cggcsitiozs,
which progressed unevenly i: ‘ferent
laying subgroups and areas. and even -
within one language systen - in different
articalatory zones.

211:3, attention to the articulatory
;h:etios of living Indo-Iruisn langua-
ges provides a typological background for
verification and correction of reconstruc'
ted genetic and phonological systeas and
their c" “:e patterns, whereas attention
to the articulation aspect of historical
changes sheds light on the character of
the rain tendency in these changes,
possible deviations tron it, and relative
chrmology of a washer of processes. this
helgs to nan-CI the gap betveen the ccn~
1.- rative-histcrical postulates and the
studies cf living " reages.

the above-described procedues :ay

help to solve some specific :11, nt~
:15: groblezs in the history or laugh”

“I languages. they help to reveal the

lack of unifcrzity of Prom-Iranian in —

different regions (even vith respect to
different genetic presentations or Pho~

nenss for-sing a single phonezic eel-1“)

and :ossible areas of substrates and “I
strata: influences on mac-Iranian Ian.

-eg, these procedures help to differ“

this internal and external factors in

the derel prent of this language “lily,

starting fro: an earliest period.
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terms of description, the senior terms

being semantico-phonological classes.
Classes of lexical etymologies and gram-
matical classes comprise the temporal P3“
rameter - they are spread out ("smea_-
red“) in time, the functional load 01’
distinctors in the system being measured
in their actual or potential transforma-

tions. Distinctors can combine into hy- .
permerismata - or they can discompose into

hypomerismata. This idea was expressed

for the first time in the Tbilissi Phono-

logical School. Synthesis ( respo discom-
position) of features presupposes absorP'
tion (reap. emanation) of information and
functional load /5/. The functional load
freed from the segmental (phonemic) 19"
vel, is used in phonotactics or prosodic

structures. These transformations expose

an important property of surface distinc-

tors, which are revealed in neutraliza-

tions. They interchange, and their muta-

tions are most clear when the distinctors

transgress from one phonological level to
another. We explain this phenomenon
the following way: surface distinctors

are "incarnations" or "reincarnations" of
deep-structure merismata, the latter are
less numerous and quite invariable. Group
phonemes, syllabophonemes and units of
word prosody may be treated as transforms
of phonemes, and vice versa.

The possibilities of the model were
investigated by 6.5. Klychkow and L.
Hertzenberg l6.7/. The model comprises
variables x, y ..., the slots 0 and V as
parts of the syllable CV, stages se en-
tal Cx or vx, suprasegmental Cx or %: ,
and connected /CV/ vs. disconnected
(c-vI. If "x" is laringality, then /CV .
is a syllable with stdd-like accent,
/CLE = x;/ should be interpreted as H
or schwa, v - syllable with aspirated
initial, CVx - syllable with long vowel,
v as HY, CVx‘ as CVH, where H repre-
sents the segmental laryngeal. It is
worth noting that one feature in the by-
nary slot CV can be distr buted in the
four patterns CV, CXV, CV , 01V“; the mo—'
del thus presupposes some restrictions.

a). Only one feature is considered, so
CV is excluded because it would mean in-

-troduction of neW'binary feature - "i", .‘
b). The eatu e can be used only one '

0v HV 0 V cfivn a 9’
gGrassmann!s law ).’ are all excluded
_. A more complex model has been devel -

ped in order toexplain the phonology 8f
the Indoeuropean Protolanguage disinte-
gration. The transformation of a syllabo-
morphemic language into a family of what
.one would call word-and-phoneme languages
is accepted as the diachronic axis for
this model. It comprises two unvariab'le
deep-structure merismata - :6 ("force")
and J? ("laryngality") which appear as
different surface distinctors on three
phonological levels: the phonemic level

(CD) the suprasegmental leVel (Z

the word-prosody level (A ). .) and

” Features" Deep-structure mam

3"“ 1 ashonolosica
p levels 4t

upra' .1 4a seg- the high the broken
'6 ental register contour

*3 >7- ' i
.5". phone- 3 at+9 .

5 a mic - , " ‘ -In: "force"
g 5 9p (suffo- sapiratim
”H cancy c
0

g g ord distinctors distincto;
g groso- of stress of contact
g" y A paradigms

Then the following consonant changes

show how the protolanguage developedimo

two main filiations -

D—eD / .4 D-eD/ ,4

The consonant sets correspond in thera-
lowing way:

I (D) . -
- fin 1 D T? ' D?

E II (n) x ' ”I
= q _ . DV-

E III (D) DH I

O A] D DV

to

’Lan- oto- ‘Armeno- lto—
guage do— Arian germa— slavic
bren- uro- nic

ches pean

Typo- 2‘3"3 3' 'lash 1 (z) (2) 2:

him. «I» at cps (o
13° (A) A5 : /\-‘it As

The "experiences" of the merismfhad
been investigated by e.s. Klychkov /5.6/.
those of the merismé - by V.A. Dybo /5/-
L. Herzenberg has revealed the merismafi
mutations in the prehistory of Anatolimh
Greek, Italic and other branches of DEW
european /7/. The reconstruction of Indo-
european phonological diachrony thus re

ggires a theory with two kinds of "feaW'

a) invariable "deep-structure" me'risma-

as
b) surface distinctors being "incanm-

tions" and "reincarnations" of the

'89 25.4.2
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merismata ; their mutual transformations /6/ Emerson I‘.C. Konconan'rnau u crpyn'rypa

and their transgressions from one phonolo- CJIOBa.- M., .

gical level to another are mutations /'7/ I‘epnendepr .II.I‘. Bonpocu pexoncrp mm
oesponeficxofi npoconmcu.- 11 8I.wLich seem to be determined by typologi-

cal language change tendencies. /8/ gfig
0!

The models introduced above presuppo-

se dynamic realizations of linguistic

units with the remaining constant charac-

ter of their inner regenerational pat-

terns. The relation " ynamic realization

— constant structural pattern" is the

main feature of all processes determina-

. ting the unity of linguistic families.

4. The next step in complicating the mo-

del is the introduction of semantic fea-

tures. Relations between semantic and

phonological features are supposed to

lead to flexible non-discreet merismatic

structures. Linguistic material is repre-

sented in the model as large dynamic and

semantic sets. Processing of material

necessarily becomes computerized. Three

classes of Indo-European etymologies:

words for "water", natural phenomena and

an open class of random etymologies were

described in terms of 35 semantic featu-

res and 35 phonological distinctors.

Correlation coefficients between the 7

classes on semantic features and phono-

logical distinctors wgre calculated and

the agree criterion x was computerized

twice. First it was phonological coeffi—

cients that were taken as theoretical

‘ data with semantical coefficients as so-

mantical data, then'vice versa. The

main result obtained in the experiment ,

lies in the realization of the fact that '

semantic and phonological relations in

all the classes are orthogonal.

It becomes evident that both in speech

production and speech perception the

principle of shuttle movement is demi—

nant. The focus of actualization moves

incessantly between the vocal and conse-

‘ nant, between phenemic, suprasegmental

and word-prosody components, between me- .

rismata and "files", between the phonolo-

gical and semantic spheres.
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